This paper, presents a Conservative Time Window(CTW) algorithm, for parallel simulation of discrete event systems. The physical system to be simulated is partitioned into n disjoint sub-systems, each of which is represented by an object. The CTW-algorithm identifies a time window for each objec~such that events occurring in each window are independent of events in other windows and thus they can be processed concurrently. The CTW-algorithm was implemented on a shared memory multiprocessor, a Sequent Symmetry S81 with 16 processors. We measured performance of the CTW algorithm on two types of network topologies, feedforward networks and networks with feedback loops. We used three metrics to measure performance Speedup, Average Number of Independent Windows detected by the algorithm, and Average Number of Events occurring in each Window. The obtained results suggest that the performance of the CTW algorithm is good for certain classes of applications.
INTRODUCTION
Two main paradigms, so called optimistic and conservative approach, have been proposed for distributed discrete-event simulation. The optimistic paradigm (Jefferson 1985) requires both time and space for saving state variables and performing roll back (Fujimoto 1989, Righter and Walrand 1989) , while the conservative paradigm (Chandy and Misra 1979 , Misra 1986 , Peacock, Wong, and Manning 1979 ) is vulnerable to deadlock and memory overflow in general (Misra 1986, Wagner, Lazowska, and Bemhad 1989) . Lubachevsky (1988) suggests a conservative approach to parallel simulation, where an incoming (outgoing) spherical region is defined for each node. This region is combined with a bounded lag restriction to determine a set of safe events which can be processed concurrently.
Nicol (1991) has proposed another conservative protocol which is in many aspects similar to the one proposed by Lubachevsky. In this protocol, each LP may advance its time up to a global ceiling. We discuss in more detail the relationship of the work of Lubachevsky and Nicol to our scheme in Subsection 5.3.
Another approach to parallel simulation has been introduced by Sokol, Bristo, and Wieland (1988) , using Moving Time Windows (MTW), In this approach, a global time window, which is dynamically adjusted, is assigned to the nodes. Events within the time windows are assumed to be parallel. An anomaly occurs when a node schedules an event earlier than the recipient node's latest executed event. The essential point of this approach is that the authors relax some of the precedence constraints of the traditional sequential simulation. Consequently, result of MTW scheme is not necessarily identical to the results of the sequential one.
The principal contribution of our paper is to present a parallel simulation scheme which employs Conservative Time Windows (CTW) and to evaluate its performance. The system to be simulated is partitioned into n disjoint sub-systems, each of which is represented by an object. The scheme identifies a time window for each object such that events within these windows are independent and can be processed concurrently. In our scheme presented in this paper, the size of each window is calculated in each iteration of the algorithm using feature of the system being simulated. Thus, different windows may have dzfierent sizes if the nodes are advancing heterogeneously As opposed to other similar methods, e.g. Lubachevsky (1989) , Nicol (1991) , the windows are not bounded from above by a global ceiling. We will show that this feature of the CTW-algorithm exploits more parallelism compared to the case where a global ceiling must be kept by all nodes. We conducted extensive experiments to measure performance of the C'ITV-algorithm. Our results show that the C'ITV-algorithm gives a significant speedup over a good sequential simulator in many cases.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: First, some definitions are given in section 2, and then the CTW-algorithm is presented in sections 3 and 4. Performance measurement results are presented in section 5. Finally, some conclusions are given in section 6. 
PRELIMINARIES
The system to be simulated is partitioned into n disjoint sub-s~stems, each of which is represented by an object. Thus, the simulation system consists of n objects, denoted by 01, 02, .... On which communicate with each other at discrete times. Each object Oi has its own local time LTl and maintains its own event list ELi.
Definition 1: The directional distance of an object Oi to another object Oj of the system, denoted by dij, is defined as the lower bound on the simulated time delay between the occurrence of any possible event in Oi and its possible effect on Oj. Considering the relation between x and y, where x is in Oi and y is in Oj, the following cases may arise: i) t(x) + do < t(y). Event x may schedule an event z for oj with t(z)= t(x)+dii < t(y). Hence, according to definition 2, x may affect y. Thus,
ii) t(x) + dij 2 t(y). Suppose that execution of event x schedules an event z for Oj. Since dij is the lower bound for the time delay (definition 1), it follows that t(z) 2 t(x)+ dij 2 t(y) Consequently, processing x cannot cause any effect on y. Thus, t(x) + d~2 t(y)~x~Y (2) Definition 3: Two events x and y are said to be independent if they do not affect each other, denoted by x~y and y-t+x * xu+y
Thus, t(x) + dy 2 t(y) and t(y) + dji 2 t(x) * X*Y
Denote the first event in the event list of an object Oi by ei, i.e., t(t?i) = rein{ t(X) )
x c ELi Thus, E t(ei) + d~> t(ej) itnd t(ej) + dji > t(ei), then %*ej (6) These relations can be used to detect concurrent events in a system, as is discussed later.
CONSERVATIVE TIME WINDOWS (CTW)
A conservative parallel simulation scheme, called three phase algorithm (TPA), has keen proposed by Ayani (1991) . The TPA, as sketched in Figure 1 , identifies at most one event per object in each of its iterations (Ayani 199 1) . Since the CTW-algorithm is an extension of the TPA, we begin by discus&tg the TPA. In this paper, we present an algorithm which produces n time windows (one per object) in each of its iteration. we have Ui 2 t(x) 2 t(ei) and Uj 2 t(y) 2 t(t?j). Oj may receive, then these windows me independent. Based on Lemma 2, a time window Wi can be calculated for each object Oi~1 may be empty), such that any event x E ELi with t(x) e Wi is independent of any other event y E ELj with t(y) E Wj, for i, j = 1, 2, .... n; i #j.
To calculate these windows, each object Oi first nominates a window Wi = [t(ei), MAx_SIM_TlM131,  where MAX_SIM_.TIME is the simulation time up to which the system wdl be simulated.
Second, the length of the windows is adjusted by checking the possible effect of processing ei E ELi on other objects. This can be done by computing Uj according to (7) and then comparing it with t(ei). Finally, events in different windows are processed concurrently and new events (if any) are inserted in the event list of the objects. A formal description of this algorithm is given in Figure 3 . Figure 4 illustrates some iterations of the CTWalgorithm for a system containing 3 objects, where Wij denotes a time window belonging to Oi at iteration number j. As can be seen, the size of the windows may change radically and the local times of the objects move forward asynchronously.
The CTW-algorithm has the following propertkxx a) Events within a window are processed sequentially, but, events within different Windows are independent and can be processed concurrently. b) The size of each window is dynamically determined. Different windows, even those belonging to the same iteration of the algorithm, may have different sizes (as shown in Figure 4 IMPROVING THE CTW-ALGORITHM Up to now it was assumed that each object, Oi, maintains its directional distances to all other objects of the system.
The CTW-algorithm based on this assumption suffers from the following drawbackĩ ) It restricts scalability of the model, since it is difficult to calculate all the directional distances in a large network, possibly with several hundreds of nodes.
ii) The adjustment phase of the algorithm (Figure 3 ) requires an order of n2 comparisons to adjust the upper bounds of the windows. Therefore, it is desirable to replace this rather impractical constraint by a more realistic one.
The Immediate
Successor Constraint Assume that each object maintains its directional distances to its immediate successors only. Suppose that 01,02, and 03 are three objects such that 03 is a second order successor of 01, as illustrated in Figure 5 . easel: t(el) + dzz 2 t(ez). This means el cannot affect 02.
case2: t(el) + d~z < t(ez). This implies that processing el may schedule an event, with time t(el) + dl.2, in EL2, which in turn may schedule an event in EL3 prior to eq. However this may happen only if t(el) + dlz + d23 < t(e3).
Thus in the latter case, processing el raises the possibility that an event is inserted in EL2 prior to e2, the effect of which on e3 must be checked.
Generalization of this observation leads to a modified C'ITV-algorithm as illustrated in Figures 6 and 7 . The implementation details of this algorithm, such as how to access shad &ta structures, are not given in this paper.
5.
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION Those windows that contain at lease one event and are eligible to be processed in the evaluation phase of the algorithm (Figure 3 ) are counted as independent. Thus, ANIW cart be used as a measure for the amount of parallelism detected by the CTW algorithm.
+ Average Number of Events per Window (ANEW):
At the beginning of the evaluation phase each Independent window contains one or more events. The number of events occurring in different windows may Vary radically. The average number of events occurring in an independent window is denoted ANEW.
Feed-forward Networks
As benchmark for this type of topologies, Multistage Interconnection Network, MIN, was used (Figure 8 ). The size of the network was varied between 4 and 9 stages (16 to 512 inputs).
Each switch of the network was represented by an object. Messages were generated by source nodes attached to inputs, assuming a Poisson distribution.
The arrival rate was assumed to be 1/3 for each input link (2/3 for each input switch) in most of the experiments. However we also performed some limited experiments with arrival rate 1/2. The simulation time for all experiments was assumed to be 100,000 units. The service time of a message j at a node i, s~lj, was defined m
Ci is the constant part of the service time for node 2 it can be considered as the minimum time a node needs to process a message, and Vj is the variable part of the service time depending on the message j.
Symmetric Workload
In this set of experiments, we assumed that the message destination is uniformly distributed among the N outputs of the MIN; and whenever a message reaches its destination it is discarded. Hence, the total number of messages in the network may change We studied, among others, the impact of various values of A, B, and C on performance of the CTWalgorithm. Figure 9 illustrate the relationship between the size of the network and its performance for some values of A, B and C. As can be seen, the size of the network has a substantial impact on the speedup. Figure 10 illustrates the relation between some of the simulation parameters and the ANIW and Figure 11 for the ANEW. As shown by the figures, the variation of B and C does not have much impact on the ANIW and ANEW.
However, the size of the network has a significant effect on the ANIW. 
Asymmetric Workload
To measure the performance under asymmetric workload, we assume that P-percent of the messages are sent to a hot-spot node. In our experiment, we varied the value of P between O and 100. For the sake of simplicity, this experiment was carried out with a constant service time of 10 assigned to all nodes. Figure 12 illustrates the impact of P on the speedup. The speedup is stable for low values of P, but it drops considerably when the number of hot-spot messages reaches certain level. We may call this value of P as turning-point, which is euual to 20 in our experiment (Figure 15 A torus network ( Figure 13 ) was chosen as benchmark for this type of topologies. The size of the network was varied from 4x4 to 20x20. Messages were initially generated for each node and sent out to one of the output links of the node. Hence, the message population was kept constant during the simulation.
We experimented with cases where 1, 4, 10, 50, and 100 initial messages were generated for each node.
The service time for a node i was defiied as We assumed that ci = C + expntl(A)~d vi = expntl(B).
The slight changes in the definition of the service time (compared with 5.1) was aimed at making comparison of our results with those reported in the literature easier. In this set of experiments, we assumed that messages are routed uniformly to one of the four neighbors of a node, We studied the impact of network size, message population and the computation time required for a message on speedup. Figure 14 illustrates the impact of network size and number of processors on speedup. The speedup increases ahnost linearly for large torus networks, but much slower for small ones (e.g., see the values for the 4x4 torus).
We introduced an artificial processing time, t, to each message. The value oft corresponds to the time required for processing an event in a real simulation. Thus, tcan be seen as event granularity. Figure 15 illustrates the impact oft on speedup, where d~= 10, for all i and j.
We also investigated the impact of network size and message population on number of independent time windows detected by the CTW algorithm. Figure 16 illustrates ANIW (which corresponds to the degree of parallelism detected by the CTW-algorithm).
As can be seen, ANIW depends heavily on network size. We introduced some lazy nodes in the torus network to study the asymmetric case. We assumed that a lazy node is 10 times slower than a normal node. The number of lazy nodes has been varied between O (no lazy node) and 16, where 16 is the dimension of the torus network used in these experiments. Figure 17 shows that the speedup decreases when the number of lazy nodes are increased. This figure indicates that the drop in the spccdup depends heavily on the message population.
Comparison with Related Works
Boris Lubachevsky has proposed a bounded lag algorithm for parallel simulation (Lubachevsky 1988 and Lubachevsky 1989) . Our approach is similar to his in many aspects. He also uses the distance between objects (referred to as minimum propagation delay) and several phases separated by barriers, However, he calculates an incoming (outgoing) sphericrd region for each node and uses these regions, in combination with a bounded lag (BL) restriction, to determine a set of safe events. Lubachevsky also calculates a globalfloor, which is the minimum of all event times, in each cycle of his algorithm, and broadcasts this floor to all objects. His approach uses a global window for all objects (ceiling of the window = floor + BL). The size of BL has a signiilcant impact on performance (e.g. see Figure 18 ), Figure 17: The impact of having k lazy nodes on the speedup but it must be specified by the use~and no method has been proposed to find an optimal value. Moreover, calculation and broadcasting of the floor requires an additional overhead which depends on the number of nodes. In our approach: (a) All windows are local, (b) The width of each window is dynamically determined in each iteration of the algorithm using a recursive function (Figures 6 and 7) which is based on Lemma 2. (c) Different windows, even those belonging to the same iteration of the algorithm, may have different sizes (as shown in Figure 4 ) and the windows are not cut from above by a global ceiling. Our experiments indicate that the latter feature of the algorithm exploits more parallelism as opposed to the case where a global ceiling must be kept (see Figure 18) . Nicol (1991) has proposed a conservative protocol where each LP (corresponding to an object in our notation) may advance its time up to a global ceiling. However, calculation of the ceiling is different from the one proposed by Lubachevsky.
Although an accurate comparison of our performance results with the related works requires having the same testbed and the same parameters, we try to correlate our results with some of those reported in the literatures, in particular with (Lubachevsky 1989 , Nicol 1991 .
Lubachevsky reports an efficiency of about 50% corresponding to a speedup of 4.5 for simulating a 20x20 torus network using 9 Processors ( Figure  1 lb in Lubachevsky (1989)). We have obtained speedup of 5.5 for a similar case.
To evaluate the impact of BL on performance, we introduced a BL restriction in the CTW-algorithm and conducted several experiments.
The experiments were performed on a 16x 16 torus network with exponentially distributed timestarnps. The results of these experiments (Figure 18 ) indicate that the size of BL has a significant effect on performance. In these experiments, we did not use any global floor, but it would be interesting to study the cost of calculating and broadcasting it. It should be mentioned that Lubachevsky uses the BL parameter to reduce the cost of identifying safe events, but it was not considered here. Our conclusion is that BL and floor can be used in certain applications where the cost related to using them is less than the gained benefits. The speedup obtained by imposing a Bounded Lag (BL) constraint on the windows is compared to the CTW-algorithm.
A 16x16 torus network with uniform routing is assumed.
Nicol has calculated, among others, processor utilization of his protocol for self-initiating networks and has determined where such a conservative protocol can achieve better performance than Time Warp (Nicol 1991). However, the global ceiling used in his protocol is an important factor limiting performance of the scheme. For instance, he reports 0.348 processor utilization for K = 32 messages per cycle (Nicol 1991, Table I ). Whereas our experimental result shows processor utilization of 0.67 when the CTW-algorithm with a similar set of parameters is used. In our experiment, the overhead assumed by Nicol (1991) was replaced by the actual one.
CONCLUSIONS
The CTW-algorithm described in this paper is a conservative approach to parallel simulation. In this approach, the system to be simulated is partitioned into n disjoint sub-systems and each sub-system is represented by an object. The algorithm produces a Time Window, which may be empty, for each object. The width of the windows is calculated in each iteration of the algorithm and may be different for different objects (see Figure 4) .
The number of non-empty windows produced in each iteration of the algorithm and the size of each one depends on features of the system being simulated and the used parameters, e.g. message population, network topology, and network size. A significant feature of the CTWalgorithm is that it, in contrast to other window based methods reported in the literature, e.g. Lubachevsky (1989 ), Nicol (1991 , Sokol, Briscoe, and Wieland (1988) , produces local bounds for the time windows. Our experiments indicate that this feature improves performance of the algorithm.
We conducted extensive experimental measurements on two main types of topologies, feed-forward networks and networks with feedback loops, The purpose of these experiments was to gain better understanding of the time window protocols in general, and to evaluate performance of the CTW-algorithm in particular. We used mainly three metrics to measure the performance:
Spcedup, ANIW, and ANEW. The obtained results suggest that i)
ii)
iii)
The ANIW depends heavily on message population and network size (see Figures 9 and 15) . The speedup does not depend much on d~for feedforward topologies. The CTW algorithm produces good specdup for symmetric workloads, and in particular when size of a network, message population, and the amount of computation time needed to process each event is large. Some variations in the service time of messages affect the speedup, but its impact, especially for feed-forward networks, is generally not significant. With moderate asymmetric workload (i.e., low percentages of hot-spot messages for MIN, or few lazy nodes in Torus), the speedup is not changed radically.
However, rapid &op in the speedup occurs with large amount of asymmetry. At the same time the experiments revealed several limitations of the ClTV-algorithm. First, it requires that size of application is much larger than size of hardware. For instance simulating a 4x4 torus (16 objects) on a Sequent Symmetry with 16 processors produces poor performance, However, increasing the size of the network to 20x20 leads to substantially better speedup. Second, the CTW-algorithm performs poorly for heterogeneous applications. This kind of applications were studied by introducing lazy nodes in the torus net (Figure 17) , and assuming hot-spots in MINs ( Figure  12 ). This phenomenon can also be observed when variation of the d~for different objects is very high.
